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The Prototype As a Conceptdal DeviC:Nffor Describing Loneliness

Leonard M. Horowitz

'Stanford University

/

'would like to. describe some research about loneliness that is based
O

On the concept of a prototype. We have used the prototype to describe
1

traits,. symptoms, and other termsof personality and abnormal psychology.

A prototype is alcind.of theoretical standard or theoretical ideal against

which real pebple can be evaluated; it Shows the major .features of lonely

people. In this talk, I tould.like to explain our approach and describe

some implications.

,The concept of a prototy pe has b een developed in the literature of
t

. '1,
,,, ,

cognitive psy chology, especially by Elipandr Rosch, as a way of contrasting

. ... .. .

. between an' ill defined category,and.d well - defined category. While some

categories can be.defined precisely i ter! of necessary and.suffikient

.
. cr'i'teria, many categories cannot be defined so precisely. The category

! ..
,.

"chairs," for example, is' In illdefined category. Objects that we call
,1

' "chairs" share many properties with each other: Some chairs are alike in

being. wooden, ()there are alike in fiAing padding, still.others are alike

in having four legs. But these Chiracteristics are neither necessary nor

suificient; .there is no essential characteristic that all Chairs possess.

Still, we could list all of the most common characteristics that people

think of when they describe.a chair,and .f w8 formed a composite.of these

characteristics, the compoSite would dcsc ibe an idealized chair, the

prototype ,of a chair. No actual chair wo have all bf these features,

'and very fet,i of these featUreswould apply to all chairs. However, in
It a

4,
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practice, some chairs would have more of these features than others, and

a chair with a large dumber of features would generally be-a, goad example

. .
.

of'the category. Thus, a kitchen chair (which has many featurds) is a

good example of the category; while a beanbag chair, which has fewer

features, is a poorer example.

We have'used this approach to derive the prototype of "a lonely pergon,"

"a depressed person," "an aggressive child," and'others. As my first step,

I would 'like to describe our general method for 4W-riving a prototype - -in

particular, the prototype of a lonely person.

1. Deriving the Prototype of a Lonely Person
c

. ,

In order to derive the prototype of a lonely person, we asked 40 Students

to think of someone they knew who Was really lonely-the best example they

could thinkof, of a person that they knew to be lonely,: They were asked

to describe the person in detail-toyrite downlhe person's most usual ."

.feelings, thoughts, and behaviors. they were enco.praged'eo be,as specific

(--
as they could, and they spent about half at hour dgscribing the -person

that they thought of.

Then each subject's- description was typed 'and shown to` three judges.

Each judge worked independently, tabulating every-foLture. Then the judges

met To discuss the features they had' identified and their'final consensus
0. . .

was reCarcidd to form a final listing and "frequency of all the different

..-
features that were identified. Feattres that had been mentionecr,by 20% of

the subjects or more were taken to form the final p rpiotype. There were 18
, 0

1. . .: . V

features that met this criterion. They are shown on the handout. The
\. .

. ,,,,

.°
-..

most common features were feelings,-particularly interpersonalfeelingsi,
....i.

feels rejected, feels angry, feels inferior to others, feels. isolated.
.

. .
. ,.

, .

_ .

.i
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In order to determine how these features are orianized, we also
. . \ .

used a clustering procedure to group them into semantic clusters. When
4

.1
two features on the handout are enclosed' in a small inside rectangle '1

they were, tightly clustered. The larger,the rectangle, the looser the
s .

* cluster. Features that are not in a commonrectangle'did not cluster

together at all. Thus, the picture on the handout organizes thefeatures

.and'shows the cognitive structure of the concept ofa lonely person..s
We assume that the'phrase "a lonelyperson"ractivates a cognititre structure

.

of this type in the mind of a listener.

The structure on the handout sholgs that the major features of a

4

,
A

ionely person fall into, three major. groups. Tbe largest cluster describes

thought's and feelings'of being separate 'from other people, isolated,

different. A second set-5jncludes4teatures that refer to actions on the

person's part that'bring about this result-- avoiding soiAl contacts,

,

isolating self from others. A third set includes paranoid-. feelings, such
--..

as feeling angry and depressed. It can be noted that mostof the ingredient

features of the lonely'prptotype are highly This suggest

a
that, ip conrast to, say, depressed people, lone/r ly.peopie have problems that

are. extremely interpetsonaI.

Relation between Loneliness and.Depression
r

We also used this approach to derive the prototype of a depreised
.

person for comparison. The 'depressed prototype had .many mire features than

the lonely prototype. Whereas the lonely prototype contained-18 features,
. ,4

;.the leprtsied prototype contained, nearly 46 features. Also, 'the prototype
...

of a depressed person seems to be a broader, morl'vai-ieiated.cdncep4t; it
-.- . A. C er," . i., 1 . k

4
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. % psychoth apy: We studied'" intake intervievYs of psychiatric pi.tieny and
. . ... . ,

.
),.. ., v. ) -,-

'

A.dentified oblems that patient mentioned spontaneously, problems .that
4 .,...

, \ , 4 \
.

. ,

t 1 - begin. 1.'I lind it hard t o " or` "I can'r dofsuCh and such." Wt used

.*

. . . .
. ,

. inc udes impersonal, as welt as interpersonal, features- -feels unenergetic,
-.

.

I

4

feels 1pessimistic, eats too,uch, as well a interpersonal features like,
,

avoids social contacts, feels inferior.

The 18 features of the- .lonely prototype, for the.rAosA part, also

appeared in the depressed prdtotype; in other words,!the lonely prototype

seems to be ndsted,within the depresged.prototipe. Apparently, there .are .

.

different forms of depftssion, and thd lonelY.form is just one of the,forms.

.
,Therefore, , lonely °people as a-group would seem to be-a more homogeneous

. . ,

1
. . ,

group than depressed people. Apparently(,_ lonely is a term with ah narrower,

more specific meaning -than depressed.. .
:

.

r.

prototype.Now let us turn. to details of theAonely If we, examine the
. ,

. .,.
-'"'

0.

largest clustei of featiftes, there are two features. ih, it that ,seem

to-describe the person's basic interpersonal problem. One feature is the

thought "I'wamt a friend,. an& the other is the thought "I don't know-how

to make friends.H'

Related Interpersonal Problems

41,

A problem in making.friends ispart of a cluster of commbn interpergonal
- -

problems that I.wbuld like XD describe. In a grevious study, we examined

the range.,of i:niesrpersdanl probleds,thSt people elort when they seek.'

4r' ) , .

., . 'various scaling prlikedUres to identify the major clusters of problems.
.. .

,
....

,., .

,Some.o6f the q.users* we found.are.illustrated in Table) 2 of the handout... .\.... .
...

f
41

One ha& to do.with,difficultieS' in getting intimate, another wit difficulties
I '

.
a A ... I'

a
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in being aggreSsive. 0ne cluster in particular described difficulties in

.soCializing. This socializing, cluster contained 13 problems shown in Table 3
4 I

on the handout--problems
making friends,.participating in groups, fun

at .a 'party, and so on.

, ,It a large'normative-saffiple,
we found that the pi'oblems within a

.

cluster do correlate. with one another.' 'ProblemsOver socializing, for

example, are correlated: If a person has difficulty Making,friends, the,

probability is. higher that the perscin alsohde difficulty participating

in groups.

Now since the prototype of a lonely person explicitly mentions a
\

problem in. making 'friends, the other interpersonal problems of the social-.

izing. cluster shoula also'characterize lonely people. That is, we would

'expect
-

lonely "people to have diffieulty, not only in making fiidkds,.
__.

,

blit also participating in groups, having fun-at parties, telaxing on a..
.

'date,. calling people on the telephone, eo on- .
:..

. -

To test this hypothesis,
we administered, the UCLA. Loneliness Scale toA. --- ..

Stanford students and identified people at the,,extrer0s--people who described
.1, 7.4 * s

1
.

. themselves as lonely and people who described -tNethse1ved as-tonlOnelyWe , .

1. , . ---:- 4
.

. .
. .then prepared a deck of cards containing the differett interpersonal problems. 1.. ,

that we had identified and asked subjects to soar p the-probleis by the Q
tc,

. ;,

. .method into 9 categories. Category 1 meant that the problem was'not
.4

(
..familiar to the subject, and Category 9 meant that the problem was very .

. '" ..s.-

familiar.

,

We then determined whether any cluster Of problems differentiated

t,,, between lonely and nonlpnely people, The socializinvcluster'was the'only

'6.

.

7
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cluster that did. Table 3 shows the probability that a given problem was

placed in the highest category. It also shows, for each problem, the

mean category into which the problem was pladed.' Each problem of-the

socializing cluster was placed in a higher category by lonely people than

k

by nonlonely people.

Meanig of "I find it hard to"

4.

Many interpersonal problebs,Ifte those in Table 3, begin with the

phase "I can't." or "I, find it hard' to." The meaning 'of this phrase,

though, is'- ambiguous. 'At
fitimes, I can't" refers to a lack of skill or

a lack of competence; i really means "I don't know how to." When a person

y
sayg'"!Ican't swim," the person is talking about a lack of ability, a

lack of competence.,

At other times, "I can't " xefers, not to a lack of skill but to an.

. inhibition. "I can't," for example, could have the meaning "I can't IAIng

myself to." If lonely people_were reallyafraid of the burdens or con-
,

sequences of a'friendshipf-or if4they were afraid of closeness with
.o

others, then that. meaning might apply.
4

Therefore, before we can formulate a treatment, we need to'understand
'

. . .

what lonely people mean by the complaint "I find,it hard to make friehds.",
,

---, c
If the lonely personlackd a skill, then an appropriate-treatment.^§hould

..
.

c .. .. .-

')train the person in the skill. But if the, 'problem `reflects an inhibition, .,

4. ,
.

then the treatment should-clarify the conflict and help free the persono

(
-

,

from it:,
. -.. ...:....., ,

. .

The prototype suggests alack oeskill.rather than an idhibitola

/-
.

.
.

singe one of the nrototypic. features was the thought "I don't know how- ,..

4, .
,

.

*
to make, friends." :If lonely people think g themselves as lacking skill,

. .

41,
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then certain consequences should follow. First, their own explanation of
.

' '

, . .

,..
i

what goes wrong should mention this lack-of skill or lack of ability. In

-the language of attributional theories, the attributional style of lonely

P
people-should draw particularly upOn ability attributions to explain failures

.
At socializing._

We therefore,asked whethernglytpeople' expl their interpersonal

failures in terms. pf a lack of ability? We pr epared a questionnaire Con-
.--

taining everyday situations, like attending a party or working on a cross-,

word puzzle. Half the situations .were. interpersonal (attending a party and

half were not (working on a crosswoull puzzle)-. Half described a situation'
.

that endea in success, and'half deScribed a situation that ended in failure.

For each situation, the_subject was,, offered asset of.ieasons that might

explain the outcome, and thesubjeCt had to select the reason that best

Ixplained the outcome. -For example, one situation was: "You just attended

'a party fornew students, and you railed to make any new friends." One rea-

son Offered was this one, An ability attri ution: 'I am not good. at meeting'

. .

people at parties." Ahother reason-offered was an effort attribution: "I .

did,not try very hard to meet new people." The subjects imagined themselves

' ,r
ih each situation and selected that reason out of the 6 that best. explained

why that situation had turned out as it did. Our results showed that lonely

. 1 . /

'Subjects selected the ability attribution far more often thAn,nonlonely,

people when they needed to explain interpersonal failures. Interpersonal

failures were ascribed to a lack of ability. Their explanation of,nopr

interperdonal failures, however,_ were just like that.of nonlonelyisuhjects.

.
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. These results suggest that "I can't" (make friends, participate in

.

groups) for lonely people does refer to a,latk:of ability In interpersonal

situations. Lonely people belies)e that they are interpersonally less
'

competent, and they seem to ascribe interpedOnal failure to a social

-skills deficit.

Assessing Competence

But now the question arises as to whether their attribution,is.-Oalid..
. .aanftw

Are lonely people less able,-less competent, less skillful in social sitna-
-

Lions? Do they inject lack interpersonal know-how the wAy a non-swimmer

does not'know hod to swim?

Tb test, for interpersonal know-flow, we needed a simple test of inter-
,

personal competence. Many tests of interpersonal ability could arouse

anxiety, and a poor performance could arise, not from a lack of ability,

butfrom the interfering effects of .anxiety. We needed a test that was

relatively impersonal and nonthreatening, a task that the subject could

approach in a-relatively leisurely and nondefensive way, one that would

test the limitd'ofthe subject's'know-how rather than eSsess performance

unde'r stress.,

- ,
. The task we selected was one developed by Platt and Spivack. It

rdquires a subject to consider and solve hypothetical idterpersonal,

problems. In one situation, for example, a person, "C," has just moved

-
into a new'teighborhood.and' wants have friends and feel at home in the

neighborhood. The problem is, to find a means .1)); which C might .go about'-

making friends. The kask is interesting, impersonal, and non-threatening.

. Subjects are UNier .I10 time pressure; they'are
.

nbt-required; enact the

. ,
.

-behavior itself. They ate2tree-to.think about each.situtation, and in a
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leisurely way, to write a possible solution.
1

-

. scored fOr the. number and quality of methods.

If lonely pebple do lack interpersonal skill
/ * 1

'. form more poorly, even pn this.benign pentil,and paper.task.

Our results showed that lonely subjects consistently performed

o

Their responses are then

that the subject has generated.

or ability, they should per-

poorly on this task. On each of the 10 items, the lonely subjects prd-,

auced fewer -means for solving the problem, and their overall number of

solutions wasssignificantly lower. The overall quality of.the responses

-

they produced was also lowtr.' Furthermore, they mort often prodUced.

responses that were unrealistic, anA__they-more.often,fa4ed.to produce '

any means at all for solving an interpersonal problem,
.

'These results suggest that lonely people are less able to think'of

ways of solving the problems posed by interpersonal situations. As the

prototype suggests, theydo seem to leek interpersonal know-how, thereby
.

A
validating their own self-desc ipiion dhd attributional style.

'

- Comment I

,

--.....

/-:
\

. *
. .

To summarize our progress, then; wehave derived the prototype of °
a 6 _ ...

a lonely perSon end.folloWed research 'leads that the prototype has suggested.
...,,

V

Qt times,- our work has focused on specific features as a wsy of clarifying

the lonely person's struggle. The prototypic thought don'tknowlow to
4

make friends," for.example; has led us to study the lonely person's
,os.

attributional style and to.test for d possible skill deficit. A

prototype, thenefore, can provide us with educated hunches:an4 leads

towara understanding what people mean when they say atI feel lonely."

In future work, we hopeto examine possible:interventions for help-
.

ing the personoverdome the problem. -

,

"0
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The .Prototype as'a-CoAceitual Device for DeAtribing Loneliness.

.

1. The Prototype of a Lonely Person
.

Leonard M. Horowitz.
Sfanford University

. Feels separate-from others. differca.

. eFeels isolated.

Feels excluded from activities, not
part of-a group. a

. Thinks "I am different from everybody

. Thinks "I don't fit in; I pm alienated
from others."

b

. Feels unloved, not cared for.
. : 4

.
. Thinks "Other people don't like me."

. Thinks "I want a friend."

. Thinks "I don't krow hoW to make friends.

,am inferior."

. Feels interioralthlens, inadequate.,

.4Thinks ."Something is wrong with me;

12

;-

So' Aitie,".*

/1

. Feels paranoid.

Feels ahry.

Feels_depressed.
Feels sad;Ahappy.

. Avoids Got
self from

. Wprks (or.
long hours

al contacts; isolates
there.

tudies) hard and for

..kIs quiet,
*.

eserved, introspective .

.

kij

.
Strength oL,Cluster

a

b

d
e

.51 - .70

.31 r_..50

.11 - .30

.01 - .10
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